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A theoretical approach is developed to study the electronic and transport properties of a two-dimensional
electron gass2DEGd in the presence of spin-orbit interactionsSOId induced by the Rashba effect. The standard
random-phase approximation is employed to calculate the screening length caused by electron-electron inter-
action in a spin-split 2DEG. The quantum and transport mobilities in different spin branches are evaluated
using the momentum-balance equation derived from a Boltzmann equation. Here the electron interactions with
both the remote and background impurities are taken into account in an InAlAs/ InGaAs heterojunction at low
temperatures. It is found that in the presence of SOI, the screening length and quantum and transport mobilities
differ in different spin branches. The interesting features of these important spintronic properties are presented
and analyzed. Moreover, the theoretical results are compared with those obtained experimentally.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been an intensive investigation
into spin-polarized electronic systems. At present, one im-
portant aspect in the field of spin electronicssor spintronicsd
is to study spin-orbit interactionsSOId in narrow-gap semi-
conductor nanostructures in the absence of an external mag-
netic fieldB. The progress made in realizing spin-split elec-
tron gas systems atB=0, such as InAs-based and InGaAs-
based two-dimensional electron gasess2DEGsd,1 has led to
recent proposals dealing with advanced electronic devices
such as spin transistors,2 spin filters,3 spin waveguides,4 etc.
Such devices have potential applications in future quantum
computation. It is known that in narrow-gap semiconductor
quantum wells, the spin splitting atB=0 sor spontaneous
spin splittingd for carriers can be achieved by the inversion
asymmetry of the microscopic confining potential due to the
presence of the heterojunction.5 This corresponds to an inho-
mogeneous surface electric field and, hence, is electrically
equivalent to the Rashba spin splitting or Rashba effect.6 The
published experimental results7,8 have indicated that in InAs-
based and InGaAs-based 2DEG systems, the spontaneous
spin splitting is mainly induced by the Rashba effect which
can be enhanced further with increasing the gate voltage ap-
plied and/or changing the sample growth parameters.9 Other
contributions such as the Dresselhaus term is relatively
weak, because it comes mainly from the bulk-inversion
asymmetry of the material.10

In order to apply the spintronic systems as electronic de-
vices such as spin-based transistors, it is fundamental to
study the effect of SOI on electronic and transport properties
of these device systems. Currently, one of the most popularly
used experimental techniques to identify the Rashba spin
splitting is magnetotransport measurements carried out at
quantizing magnetic fields and low-temperatures at which
the Shubnikov-de Hass sSdHd oscillations are
observable.1,8,9,11 From the periodicity of the SdH oscilla-
tions, the electron density in different spin branches, together

with the Rashba parameter, can be determined experimen-
tally. Moreover, using the amplitude of the SdH oscillations,
the quantum mobilitysor quantum lifetimed for electrons in
different spin branches can also be obtained via famous
Dingle plot.12–14 Thus, the spintronic properties in a spin-
split 2DEG, such as the electron distribution and quantum
mobility in different spin orbits, are experimentally measur-
able. These experimental techniques are akin to those em-
ployed in the investigation of spin-degenerate 2DEGs in the
presence of more than one occupied electronic subbands.13–16

More importantly, it has been observed experimentally that
in InAs-based and InGaAs-based spintronic systems, al-
though the electron densities can differ significantly in dif-
ferent spin branches,9,11 the quantum mobilities in the “6”
spin orbits depend very weakly on the strength of SOI.9 Such
result is in sharp contrast to what has been seen in spin-
degeneratese.g., GaAs-basedd 2DEGs with more than one
occupied subbands, where both quantum and transport mo-
bilities differ significantly in different electronic subbands. In
order to understand this important and interesting experimen-
tal finding and to achieve an in-depth understanding of how
SOI affects the electronic and transport properties of a
2DEG, in this paper I present a tractable theoretical approach
to examine quantum and transport mobilities pertinent to a
spin-split 2DEG.

Very recently, the magnetotransport properties of a spin-
split 2DEG has been studied theoretically by Vasilopoulos
and co-worker.17 In their work, the effect of the Landau
quantization induced by the presence of high magnetic fields
has been considered and the profile of the SdH oscillations
has been obtained theoretically. In this paper, I limit myself
to the case where the magnetic field is absent. It is well
known that although the quantum mobility is determined
from experimental data obtained atBÞ0, the theoretical
evaluation of this transport coefficient can be simply
achieved via investigating the small-angle scattering atB
=0.12,13,18For case of spin-degenerate 2DEGs, the theoretical
results obtained from this approach agree very well with
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those obtained experimentally. In this work, I generalize this
approach to study both the quantum and transport mobilities
in a spin-split 2DEG. The paper is organized as follows. The
one-particle aspects and the features of electron-impurity
scattering in a spin-split 2DEG are briefly examined in Sec.
II. In Sec. III, the effect of SOI on electron-electron interac-
tion is investigated using a standard random-phase approxi-
mation. In Sec. IV, the quantum and transport mobilities in
different spin branches are evaluated using a momentum-
balance equation derived from a Boltzmann equation. The
analytical results for the matrix element of electron interac-
tion with remote and background impurities in an
InGaAs/ InAlAs heterojunction are presented in Sec. V. Nu-
merical results are given and discussed in Sec. VI and the
concluding remarks are summarized in Sec. VII.

II. ONE-PARTICLE ASPECTS

For a 2DEG formed in thexy plane in an InGaAs/ InAlAs
heterojunctionsthe growth direction is taken along thez
axisd, the effective effect of SOI can be obtained from, e.g., a
k ·p band structure calculation.1,5 Including the lowest order
of the SOI induced by the Rashba effect, the single-electron
Hamiltonian in the absence of electronic scattering centers
can be solved analytically.4 The electron wave function and
corresponding energy spectrum are given, respectively, by

CsknsRd = us,k,nl =
1
Î2
F 1

ssky − ikxd/k
Geik·rcnszd, s1d

and

Esnskd = Esskd + «n =
"2k2

2m* + sak + «n. s2d

Here, k =skx,kyd is the electron wave vector along the 2D
plane,R=sr ,zd=sx,y,zd, m* is the electron effective mass,a
is the Rashba parameter which measures the strength of the
spin-orbit coupling, ands= ±1 refers to different spin
branches. The wave functioncnszd and energy«n for an
electron in thenth electronic subband are determined by a
spin-independent Schrödinger equation along thez axis,
because SOI does not affect the electron states along the
growth direction.

Using Eq.s2d, the Green’s function for a spin-split 2DEG
can be obtained and the density-of-statessDOSd for such an
electronic system can be determined from the imaginary part
of the Green’s function. In this paper, we consider a hetero-
junction in which only the lowest electronic subband is
presentsi.e., n8=n=0d and we measure the energy from«0
=0. After using the condition of total electron number con-
servation, the Fermi energyEF and electron densityns in the
s spin branch are obtained, respectively, for low tempera-
turesT→0, as

EF =
"2

m* spne − ka
2d, s3d

and

ns =
ne

2
− s

ka

2p
Î2pne − ka

2 . s4d

Here ne=n−+n+ is the total electron density andka

=m*a /"2. In low energy regime where is most possibly oc-
cupied by electrons, the DOS for the “2” branch is always
larger than that for the “1” branch, and this is the main
reason why electron density in spin-down channel is always
larger than that in spin-up channel. The dependence of elec-
tron distribution in different spin branches ona and ne has
been presented in Ref. 19. It should be noted that with in-
creasinga and/or decreasingne, Fermi energy decreasesfsee
Eq. s3dg and, consequently, more and more electrons are in
the spin-down orbit. Therefore, in a spin-split 2DEG spin
polarization increases with increasing Rashba parameter
and/or with decreasing total electron density, in line with
experimental findings.8,9,11

At low-temperatures, electron-impurityse-id scattering is
the principal channel for the relaxation of electrons in
semiconductor-based 2DEG systems. The features ofe-i
scattering in a spin-split 2DEG have been examined recently
by Huanget al.20 In this section, I present a simple way to
obtain the matrix element fore-i interaction in conjunction
with the further calculations of the transport coefficients for a
spin-split 2DEG. Applying the electron wavefunction given
by Eq.s1d to the standard approach documented in, e.g., Ref.
21, the matrix element fore-i interaction induced by the
Coulomb potential is obtained, in the absence of electron-
electronse-ed screening, as

Us8s
0 sq,Rad =

2pZe2

kq
ÎniszadF0sq,zadhs8ssude−iq·r adk8,k+q.

s5d

Here, the impurity is located atRa=sr a,zad=sxa,ya,zad, Z is
its charge number,k is the static dielectric constant of the
material, q=sqx,qyd is the Fourier transform factor which
corresponds to the change of electron wave vector during an
e-i scattering event, andniszad is the impurity distribution
along the growth direction. Furthermore,F0sq,zad
=edzuc0szdu2e−quz−zau is the form factor fore-i scattering in a
2D system andhs8ssud=f1+s8sscosu− i sinudg /2 is a spin-
dependent matrix element withu being the angle betweenk8
andk. From Eq.s5d, we see that similar to a spin-degenerate
2DEG, the electron-impurity interaction matrix element di-
verges in a spin-split 2DEG whenq→0. Hence, it is neces-
sary to include the effect ofe-e screening on electron-
impurity scattering when calculating the transport
coefficients.

III. DIELECTRIC FUNCTION AND SCREENING LENGTH

We now study many-body effects of a 2DEG in the pres-
ence of SOI. Although this topic was noticed by Chenet
al.,22 most of the results presented in Ref. 22 were obtained
for small q limit si.e., q!kFd and were for screened interac-
tion potential. In this section, we focus on screening length
induced bye-e interaction, which can be used for further
calculations in the later part of the paper. Applying the elec-
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tron wave function given by Eq.s1d to the e-e interaction
Hamiltonian induced by the Coulomb potential, the space
Fourier transform of the matrix element for baree-e interac-
tion can be determined. From the electron energy spectrum
given by Eq.s2d, one can derive the retarded and advanced
Green functions for electrons when the effect of SOI is taken
into consideration. Applying these Green functions along
with the baree-e interaction to the diagrammatic techniques
to derive effectivee-e interaction under the random-phase
approximationsRPAd, one can determine first the effective
e-e interaction and then the dynamical dielectric function
matrix, which reads19

esV,qd = 3
1 + a1 0 0 a4

0 1 + a2 a3 0

0 a2 1 + a3 0

a1 0 0 1 + a4

4 . s6d

Here, the indexes 1=s++d, 2=s+−d, 3=s−+d, and 4=s−−d
are defined regarding to different transition events from spin
branch s8 to spin branchs, aj =ajsqd=−VqG0sqdP jsV ,qd
with

Vq = 2pe2/kq

and

G0sqd =E dz1E dz2uc0sz1du2uc0sz2du2e−quz1−z2u,

and

Ps8ssV,qd =
1

2o
k

s1 + s8sAkqd
ffEs8sk + qdg − ffEsskdg

"V + Es8sk + qd − Esskd + id

is the pair bubble or density-density correlation function in
the absence ofe-e interaction.22,23 Furthermore,fsxd is the
Fermi-Dirac function, an infinitesimal quantityid has been
introduced to make the integral converge when Fourier trans-
forming from time representation to spectrum-representation,
Akq =sk+q coscd / uk +qu, andc is an angle betweenk andq.
Thus, the inverse dielectric function matrix for a spin-split
2DEG is

e−1sV,qd =3
1 − a1

* 0 0 − a4
*

0 1 − a2
* − a3

* 0

0 − a2
* 1 − a3

* 0

− a1
* 0 0 1 − a4

*
4 , s7d

with a1
* =a1/ s1+a1+a4d, a2

* =a2/ s1+a2+a3d, a3
* =a3/ s1+a2

+a3d, anda4
* =a4/ s1+a1+a4d. It should be noted that in con-

trast to Eq.s15d in Ref. 22, here I use a matrix to present the
dielectric functionesV ,qd. For a spin-split 2DEG which is
also a two-level system when only the lowest subband is
included, there are four channels for electronic transitions
si.e., j =1, 2, 3, and 4 defined hered induced bye-e interac-
tion. From the fact that a transition eventj should be affected
by other transition events due toe-e interaction, the dielec-
tric function for a spin-split 2DEGsi.e., for a two-level sys-
temd is therefore a 434 matrix. Moreover,j =1 and 4s2 and

3d here correspond to intra-SOsinter-SOd transition events.
With the inverse dielectric function matrix, we can calcu-

late the matrix element fore-i interaction in the presence of
e-e screening, through the definition Uisq,Rad
=o jUi

0sq,Radei j
−1sqd. Hereei jsqd=ei jsV→0,qd is the element

of static dielectric function matrix. Using Eq.s5d, the square
of the matrix element for electron-impurity interaction in the
presence ofe-e screening becomes

uU1sq,udu2 = uU4sq,udu2 = uU+sq,udu2dk8,k+q s8d

for intra-SO scattering, and

uU2sq,udu2 = uU3sq,udu2 = uU−sq,udu2dk8,k+q s9d

for inter-SO scattering. Here,

uU±sq,udu2 = S2pZe2

k
D2 h±sud

fq + K±sqdg2 E dzaniszadF0
2sq,zad,

s10d

h±sud=s1±cosud /2 and the inverse screening length for
intra-SO fK+sqdg and inter-SOfK−sqdg transitions is ob-
tained, atT→0, as

K±sqd =
16e2m*

p"2kq
G0sqdo

s
E

0

Î4pns

dk

3
ksk + qd

s2k + q + 2skadsk + q + uk − qud
Hs

±sk,qd,

s11d

where

Hs
±sk,qd =

− 1 ± 1

2
KsAd + PsAB±,Ad

+
qsq + 2skad
4ksk + skad

fPsAC±,Ad − PsAB±,Adg,

s12d

Ksxd is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind,
Psn,xd=Psp /2 ,n,xd is the complete elliptic integral of the
third kind, A=sk+q− uk−qud / sk+q+ uk−qud, B±=fs2k
+qd /qg±1, and C±=fsq−2skad / s2k+q+2skadg±1. It implies
that in the presence of SOI, the intra-SO and inter-SO tran-
sitions have different screening lengths. The results shown
above are obtained without assumingq!kF, in contrast to
those obtained by Ref. 22.

IV. SPIN-DEPENDENT QUANTUM AND TRANSPORT
MOBILITIES

Although transport equations for spin-split 2DEGs have
been proposed very recently,23 the actual calculations of the
transport coefficients for these systems have not been well
documented. In this section, I present a simple approach to
examine quantum and transport mobilities of a 2DEG in the
presence of SOI. From the above presented results and using
the Fermi’s golden rule, the electronic transition rate induced
by e-i scattering is obtained as
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Ws8ssk8,kd =
2p

"
uUs8ssq,udu2dk8,k+qdfEs8sk8d − Esskdg.

s13d

We now consider a weak dc electric fieldFx applied along
the 2D planestaken along thex directiond of a spin-split
2DEG. In the steady state the corresponding semiclassical
Boltzmann equation, for nondegenerate statistics, reads

−
eFx

"

]fsskd
]kx

= o
k8,s8

ffs8sk8dWss8sk,k8d − fsskdWs8ssk8,kdg,

s14d

where fsskd is the momentum-distribution function for an
electron at a stateus ,kl. We assume thatfsskd= ffEssk
−m*vs /"dg can be described by the drifted energy distribu-
tion function. Herevs=vss1,0,0d is the average drift veloc-
ity of an electron in thes spin branch along thex direction
due to the presence ofFx. For the first moment, the
momentum-balance equation24 can be derived by multiplying
kx to both sides of the Boltzmann equation and by summing
over k. For a weak driving fieldFx so thatvs!"kx/m* and
fsskd. ffEsskdg−"kxvss1+ska /kduf8sEduE=Esskd with f8sEd
=]fsEd /]E, the momentum-balance equation gives

1 = o
s8

fmt
sBs8s − mt

s8Css8g. s15d

Heremt
s=−vs /Fx is thetransportmobility for an electron in

spin branchs and

sBs8s,Cs8sd = −
"2

e
o
k8,k

S kx

ns

,
k8x

ns8
Dkxs1 + ska/kd

3Ws8susk8,kdf8sEduE=Esskd. s16d

It can be seen that the termBs8s is induced by small-angle
scattering betweenk8 and k. Hence, by definition,12,18,25

the quantummobility for electrons in spin branchs, mq
s, is

given by

1

mq
s = o

s8

Bs8s. s17d

The transport mobility,mt
s, in different spin branches can be

determined by solving Eq.s15d and the average transport
mobility is given as

mt =
n+mt

+ + n−mt
−

ne
. s18d

As has been pointed out,12,25 the basic differences between
quantum and transport mobilities for an electronic system are
sid experimentally, the quantum mobility is determined from
the amplitudes of SdH oscillations via the Dingle plot,12–14,25

whereas the transport mobility is measured in a conventional
experimentsi.e., by applying a current and measuring the
voltage directlyd and sii d theoretically, the quantum mobility
is induced by small-angle scattering events whereas the
transport mobility includes contributions from scattering
with all angles.

Using Eq. s13d for e-i scattering, we obtain, at low-
temperaturessi.e., T→0d

sBs8s,Cs8sd = AE
0

p

dusÎns8,
Îns cosuduUs8ssq,udu2,

s19d

where A=sm*2 /p"2edf4p / s2pne−ka
2dg1/2 and q=f4psns8

+ns−2Îns8ns cosudg1/2. These results indicate that corre-
sponding to different electronic transition channels due to
e-i scattering, the change of the electron wave vector or mo-
mentumq is different.s1d For intra-SO scattering within the
1 spin branch, q=4Îpn+ sinsu /2d=f0,4Îpn+g. s2d For

intra-SO scattering within the2 branch,q=4Îpn− sinsu /2d
=f0,4Îpn−g. Hence, intra-SO transitions induced bye-i
scattering correspond to differentq factors andq can be zero
at u=0. s3d Whereas for inter-SO scattering,

q=2Îpne−spne−ka
2dcosu=f2ka ,2Î2pne−ka

2g is the same
for both a transition from the1 spin branch to the2 branch
and a transition from the2 branch to the1 branch. More-
over, for inter-SO scattering,qÞ0 which implies that
inter-SO transition can only be achieved via varying
the wave vectorsor momentumd of an electron, because the
spin-splitting depends explicitly on electron wave vector.
Hence, in general the small-q results obtained by Ref. 22
may not be used for screenede-i scattering induced by
inter-SO transitions.

V. InGaAs/ InAlAs HETEROJUNCTION

In an InGaAs/ InAlAs heterojunction, the impurity scat-
tering comes mainly from:sid ionized remote impurities
within a narrow space charge layer in the InAlAs region with
a concentrationNr at a spacer distances from the interface,
because of modulation doping; andsii d charged background
impurities with a depletion charge densityNdepl and a deple-
tion lengthd in the InGaAs layer, due to the effect of deple-
tion. In general, these impurity distributions along the
growth direction are not well known. In conjunction with a
typical spintronic device realized from an InGaAs/ InAlAs
heterojunction,7 in this paper I model the remote and back-
ground impurity distributions, respectively, as

nrszad = Nrdsza + sd and nbszad = sNdepl/ddQszad.

s20d

These assumptions are mainly based on the fact that the
width of the charge layer for modulation doping is relatively
narrow and the depletion length in the InGaAs layer is much
longer than the effective thickness of the confining potential
for electrons.

For a heterojunction, we can apply the usual triangular
well approximation to model the confining potential normal
to the heterointerface and use the corresponding variational
wavefunction forc0szd.21 Thus, the square of thee-i interac-
tion matrix element induced by scattering with remote and
background impurities is given by
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uU±
i sq,udu2 = S2pZe2

k
D2 h±sud

fq + K±sqdg2gisqd. s21d

For remote impurity scatteringsi =rd, grsqd=Nre
−2qs/ sx+1d6,

x=q/b, and b=fs48pm*e2/k"2dsNdepl+11ne/32dg1/3. For
background impurity scatteringsi =bd, gbsqd=Nbs3x5+18x4

+43x3+48x2+24x+2d / f4xsx+1d6g and Nb=Ndepl/ sdbd. We
see that similar to a spin-degenerate 2DEG, electrons in a
heterojunction interact more strongly with background impu-
rities than with remote ones, especially whenq→0. This is
mainly due to the fact that background impurities are located
in the layer where the majority of conducting electrons are.
The form factor for e-e interaction is G0sqd=s3x2+9x
+8d / f8sx+1d3g.

It should be noted that in Ref. 17, thee-i scattering was
accounted only for background impurities and the influence
of the penetration of the wave function along the growth
direction on the interaction matrix was neglected. Therefore,
the present consideration of thee-i scattering in this paper is
closer to the experimental situation of a working sample.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The results of this section pertain to InGaAs/ InAlAs het-
erojunctions at low-temperaturessi.e., T→0d. The material
parameters corresponding to InGaAs are taken as follows:sid
electron effective-massm* =0.042me with me being the rest
mass of an electron;sii d static dielectric constantk=12.9;
and siii d the typical depletion charge densityNdepl
=231010 cm−2. In the calculations, we take the charge num-
ber of an impurity to beZ=1.

A. Screening length

From the results presented in Sec. IV, we know that fore-i
scattering at low temperatures, the change of electron wave
vector or momentumq differs for different transition chan-
nels. Thus, in order to study the effect ofe-e interaction on
transport coefficients, it is convenient to look into the angu-
lar dependence of the screen length for different transition
channels. In Fig. 1, the inverse screening lengthK±sqd is
shown as a function ofu san angle between the initial wave
vector k and the final wave vectork8 during a scattering
eventd at a fixed total electron densityne and a fixed Rashba
parametera. From these results, we note that:sid uK±sqdu
decreases with increasingu, which implies that a strong ef-
fect of e-e screening can be achieved at small scattering
angles;sii d for intra-SO transition within the1 or 2 spin
branch,K+sqd→ +` whenu→0 si.e., q→0d; siii d K−sqd for
inter-SO transition is negative and finite whenu=f0,pg; sivd
at a fixedu angle,K+sq1d for transition within the1 branch
is always larger thanK+sq4d for transition with the2 branch;
andsvd at a fixedu, the inverse screening lengths induced by
intra-SO transitions,K+sq1d andK+sq4d, are much larger than
uK−sq−du induced by inter-SO transition. Moreover, it should
be noted that at a fixedu angle, because the transition from
the 2 spin branch to the1 spin branch corresponds to the
sameq as for the transition from the1 branch to the2

branch, the screening length is the same for inter-SO transi-
tion channels.

The influence of the strength of SOI and total electron
density on angular dependence of the inverse screening
length is shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively, for transition
within the 1 and 2 spin channels. These results indicated
that for intra-SO transitions,K+sqd increases with increasing
a or with decreasingne. An important conclusion we can
draw is that the inclusion of SOI can enhance the effect of
e-e screening in a 2DEG for intra-SO transitions. We note
that K+sq1d sinduced by transition within the1 branchd de-
pends more strongly ona andne thanK+sq4d sby transition

FIG. 1. Inverse screening lengthKssqd, s=±, for transition
within the 6 spin branch as a function of angleu at a fixed total
electron densityne and a fixed Rashba parametera. Here,u is an
angle between the initial electronic wave vectorsor momentumd k
and the final wave vectork8, q1=4Îpn+ sinsu /2d for transition

within the 1 branch,q4=4Îpn− sinsu /2d for transition within the
2 branch,q−=2Îpne−spne−ka

2dcosu for inter-SO transition, and
n± is the electron density in the6 spin branch. Note thatK−sq−d is
negative.

FIG. 2. Angular dependence of inverse screening lengthK+sqd
for transition within the1 spin branch. The results are shown at a
fixed total electron densityne for different Rashba parametersa
supper paneld and at a fixeda for different ne slower paneld.
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within the 2 branchd does. The dependence of the inverse
screening length induced by inter-SO transition on the
Rashba parameter and total electron density is shown in Fig.
4. We see that in smallu angle regime −K−sqd increases with
decreasinga or increasingne, whereas at largeu angles
K−sqd increases with increasinga or decreasingne. Thus, for
inter-SO transitions, the SOI can reduce the effect ofe-e

screening in the small angle regime and enhance the screen-
ing effect at the largeu angles.

The results shown in Figs. 1–4 indicate that in the pres-
ence of SOI, the screening length of a 2DEG differs signifi-
cantly for different electronic transition channels. In particu-
lar, the e-e screening affects more strongly the intra-SO
transitions. The main physical reason behind this important
effect is that the inter-SO transition due toe-e interaction
requires the change of the electron wave vector or momen-
tum, because, again, the spin splitting depends explicitly on
the electron wave vector. Furthermore, over a wide regime of
u or q, uK±sqdu,105–106 cm−1, similar to the inverse screen-
ing length for a spin-degenerate 2DEG.21

It should be noted that in Ref. 17, the inverse screening
length was taken as an input parameter and as the same for
all q’s and all transition channels. In the present study,K±sqd
has been evaluated using a standard RPA approach. As can
been seen, the assumption of a constant screening wave vec-
tor for different transition channels may not be the case.

B. Quantum and transport mobilities

Here we study the quantum and transport mobilities in
different spin branches due to electron interactions with re-
mote and background impurities in an InGaAs/ InAlAs het-
erojunction. Although the concentrationsNr and Nb for re-
mote and background impurities are normally not known,
one may assume thatNr ,ne and Nr @Nb. The former as-
sumption is based on the fact that the conducting electrons in
the InGaAs layer come mainly from ionized donors which
are modulation doped in the InAlAs layer. The later assump-
tion is made for the case of a high quality sample in which
the background impurity concentration in the InGaAs layer
is low. From the results presented in Secs. IV and V, we
know that the square of the matrix element for electron-
impurity scattering via inter-SO transition is not divergent
over all defined regime ofq or u. Together with the fact that
thee-e screening affects relatively weakly the inter-SO tran-
sition ssee Figs. 1–4d, in the present study we only include
the effect ofe-e screening for intra-SO transition induced by
e-i scattering.

The dependence of the quantum and transport mobilities
in different spin branches,mq

s andmt
s, on the Rashba param-

eter a is presented in Fig. 5 for the fixedne stotal electron
densityd, Nr and Nb sremote and background impurity con-
centrationd, ands sspacer thicknessd. We see that over a wide
range ofa, the differences betweenmq

+ andmq
− and between

mt
+ andmt

− are relatively small, in contrast to electron distri-
bution shown in Ref. 19. A pronounced difference between
mq

+ andmq
− and betweenmt

+ andmt
− can only be observed at

relatively largea. It can be seen that the difference between
mt

+ andmt
− depends more strongly ona than that betweenmq

+

andmq
− does, especially at large values ofa. At a large value

of a, most of electrons are in the2 spin branch and, conse-
quently, the average transport mobilitymt→mt

−. It is interest-
ing to note that similar to a spin-degenerate 2DEG,25 the
transport mobilitymt is much largersabout five timesd than
the quantum mobilitymq

± in a spin-split 2DEG. Again, simi-
lar to a spin-degenerate 2DEG with more than one occupied

FIG. 3. Inverse screening lengthK+sqd for transition within the
2 spin branch as a function of angleu. In upperslowerd panel, the
results are shown at a fixed total electron densityne for different
Rashba parametersa sat a fixeda for different ned.

FIG. 4. Angular dependence of the inverse screening length for
inter-SO transition. Note thatK−sqd,0 andK−sqd is the same for
both inter-SO transition channels. The upperslowerd panel shows
the results at a fixed total electron densitysRashba parameterd for
different Rashba parametersstotal electron densitiesd.
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electronic subbands, where larger transport mobilities have
been found in lower electronic subbands,12 a larger transport
mobility can be observed at a lower energy level, here the2
spin branch in a 2DEG with SOI.

The physical reason behind a rather small difference of
the quantum mobilities in different spin branches is the fol-
lowing. In contrast to a spin-degenerate 2DEG with more
than one and fully quantized occupied subbands, the strength
of the SOI and the energy separation of the6 branches in a
spin-split 2DEG depend heavily on the electron wave vector
k. Because the quantum mobility measures the strength of
small-angle scattering, elastic and small-angle scattering im-
plies a small momentum exchange between the two spin
branches during a scattering event. As a result, the difference
in the quantum mobilities between the two spin branches is
relatively small in comparison to that in the transport mobili-
ties. Roughly the same quantum mobility in different spin
branches have been observed experimentally in InGaAs-
based 2DEG systems.9 The results shown in Fig. 5 suggest
that a much largera is required in order to see a significant
difference betweenmq

+ andmq
−.

The dependence ofmq
s andmt

s on a is shown in Fig. 6 at
a fixed remote impurity concentrationNr for different back-
ground impurity concentrationsNb. We see that althoughNb
used here is much smaller thanNr, Nb affects strongly the
value of the quantum and transport mobilities. This feature is
in line with that observed in a spin-degenerate 2DEG. It can
be found from Fig. 6 that with increasing the strength of the
background impurity scatteringsi.e., increasingNbd, the dif-
ference betweenmq

+ andmq
− and even betweenmt

+ andmt
− can

become smaller. This is mainly due to the fact that electrons
in a heterojunction interact more strongly with background
impurities, especially for small-anglesor smallqd scattering,
as has been shown in Sec. V. These results confirm further
that small-angle scattering in a spin split 2DEG can reduce
the difference betweenmq

+ andmq
−.

The dependence ofmq
± andmt

± on total electron densityne
is shown in Fig. 7 at a fixed remote impurity densityNr for
different background impurity concentrationsNb. At high
electron densities the difference betweenmq

+ andmq
− and be-

tweenmt
+ andmt

− is suppressed because of a small difference
in the electron distributionssee Ref. 19d. A significant differ-

ence betweenmq
+ andmq

− and betweenmt
+ andmt

− can be seen
at low electron densities. The quantum and transport mobili-
ties increase rapidly with increasing total electron density,
similar to a spin-degenerate 2DEG. Again, these mobilities
depend strongly on the strength of the background impurity
scattering although its concentration is relatively low. At

FIG. 5. Quantum and transport mobilities,mq
± andmt

±, as a func-
tion of the Rashba parameter for the fixed total electron density
sned, remote and background impurity concentrationsNr and Nbd,
and spacer distancessd. Here mt is the average transport mobility
fsee Eq.s18dg.

FIG. 6. Quantum and transport mobilitiessmq
± and mt

± in the
upper and lower paneld in different spin branches as a function of
the Rashba parametera at a fixed remote impurity concentrationNr

for different background impurity concentrationsNb. Here,ne is the
total electron density ands is the spacer distance.

FIG. 7. Quantum and transport mobilitiessmq
± and mt

± in the
upper and lower paneld in different spin branches as a function of
total electron densityne at a fixed remote impurity concentrationNr

for different background impurity concentrationsNb. Here,a is the
Rashba parameter ands is the spacer distance.
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relatively largera and/or smallerne, the average transport
mobility is mainly determined by electronic transition occur-
ring at the2 spin branch because of the larger electron den-
sity there. Moreover, the numerical results presented here
indicate that whenne,1011–1012 cm−2, the transport mobil-
ity mt,104–105 cm2/V s if Nr ,ne and Nb!Nr are taken
into consideration. This is in line with experimental
findings.1,7,8

One important conclusion drawn from this study is that in
spintronic systems such as InGaAs/ InAlAs heterojunctions
in which the SOI is induced by the Rashba effect, small-
angle scattering induced bye-i interaction cannot alter sig-
nificantly the spin orientation of the electrons. To achieve a
large exchange of the spin orientation in different spin
branches through electronic scattering in these systems, in-
elastic and/or large-angle electronic transitions have to be
involved. This result is useful in designing spintronic de-
vices. At present, there are no simple experimental tech-
niques to measure the transport mobility or lifetime in differ-
ent energy levels of an electronic system. However, recently
developed ultrafast optoelectronic techniques, such as femto-
second pump-and-probe experiments, have been used to de-
termine lifetimes of electrons in different subbands in quan-
tum well structures.26 Although the lifetimes obtained from
ultrafast pump-and-probe experiments are not exactly the
same as the transport lifetimessor mobilitd discussed in this
paper, they are closely related and are of the same order of
magnitude. The results shown in this paper indicate that elec-
tronic transport lifetimes in different spin branches differ sig-
nificantly at large Rashba parameters or small electron den-
sities; this implies that they may be measured by, e.g.,
femtosecond pump-and-probe experiments.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, I have developed a tractable theoretical ap-
proach in dealing with electron-electron interaction and
transport in 2DEG systems in the presence of SOI induced
by the Rashba effect. The important theoretical results ob-
tained from this study are summarized as follows.

A stronger effect of SOI one-e screening and quantum
and transport mobilities in different spin branches can be
achieved in a device system with larger Rashba parameter
and/or lower total electron density. Over a wide range of the
sample parameters such asne anda, the quantum mobilities
for electrons in both6 spin branches do not differ signifi-
cantly, in line with experimental findings. This effect can be
observed for electron interactions with remote and back-
ground impurities in an InGaAs/ InAlAs heterojunction. The
main reason behind this interesting phenomenon is that for
elastice-i scattering, the quantum mobility is determined by
electronic transitions involving small-angle scattering or
small momentum exchange. Thus, small-angle scattering in-
duced bye-i interaction does not change significantly the
spin transition of electrons in different spin branches.

Because transport mobility is determined by all possible
electronic transition channels including large-angle scatter-
ing events, the contribution from the exchange of spin orien-
tation in different spin branches can result in a rather signifi-
cant difference in the transport mobilities in different spin
branches. The theoretical results have shown that whenNr
,ne andNr @Nb are taken into account, the obtained value
of the average transport mobility is in line with the experi-
mental data and the quantum and transport mobilities depend
strongly on background impurity concentrationNb. It has
found that the screening length and the quantum and trans-
port mobilities in different spin branches differ significantly
for strong values of a. Recent experimental results have
shown that in InAs-based and InGaAs-based spintronic sys-
tems, the Rashba parameter can reach up toa,3–
4310−11 eV m.1,7 The calculations in this paper have been
carried out using these typical sample parameters. I therefore
expect that the theoretical predictions in this paper will be
tested experimentally.
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